




AGW 602 RESEARCH MET'HODOLOGY
rnsrucuon 
Time: [2 hours]
Please ensure that this examiration p&por consists of SIX (6) printed pages before you
begin.
There are 4 quetions here. Ansuer ALL questions. Each question has two pails; A andB and you are required'to answer only one part to each question.
Fach question carries equal marks.
SECTION A
QlA. A local business [as rylred you to select a sample of seventy-five potential managerialprofessionals(PMP) from your campus. The manager wants theJe pMps to evaluate
their new, easy-to-use microcomputer for business ipplications. The store carries five
different computers. Describe and justify the samplng prosess you would use.
Please ensure you describe the population, population/sampling frame, the sampting
design and the data collection method.
[25 marks]
QlB. Is there a relationship between the level (e.g nominal, ratio) of measurement and the
choice of parametric versus non-parametric statistical tools? What impact does the
resulting empirical level of data have on the choice of a statistical technique to test
a hypothesis? [j5 marks]
Q2A. A market survey conducted by a local agency seeks to find out the buying styles of
the different ethnic groups. In particular, it look at the monthty eipenOiture on
consumer products and their buying style in terms of the way they stick to product
brands that they are familiar with (The question asked *as, "I am always iresitant




For each of the analyses, answer the following:
What is the hypothesis tested?
Is the test used approPriate? WhY?
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Q2B' A regression was carried out to predict the share price of a public listed company
using the explanatory variables: dividend paid per share, earnings per sharj,
percentage change in total sales, percentage change in net income, percentage change
in assets, closing price the previous year, market traded (whether it was traded on the
KLSE or some other bourses), and compruly type (whether or not it is a financial
institution).
SPSS regression procedure using the METHOD ENTER on all the explanatory
variables except market traded and company type produces the following iesults.
Eguatron Number 1 DependenL Varrable
Block Number 3,. Method: Enler
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AGl{602
Durbin-I{atson Tbst = 2.52744
Interpret the above results in terms of the validity of the model and the important
factors that affepts stock prices.
ii. Supposing now we include the variables company status and market traded. Below
is the result of the SPSS analysis. Is there evidence that other things being equal,
being listed on the KLSE has any significant effect on the price? At significance level
0.10, do share prices of financial institutions differ significantly from those of other
companies in the group?
[25 marks]
Varrable(s) Entered on Step NuuberL , ' ElJ.iK Is rt a f rnanciaf rnstrtuLron2.. OLDPRICE Closlng Price on 4/t/92
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Durbrn-I{atson Tbst = 2.55130
Q3A. Buyers commitment is important to any producer of componenis. Develop a suilable
measure for this conc.ept by identifying the various elements and items of each
element for this concept.
[25 marks]
Q3B. Discuss the eoncepts of reliability and validity of measures, how and they can be
measured and their significance in business research.
t25 marksl
Q4. Seleot one of the following situations and .
i. Define the problemii. Develop a theoretical frameworkiii" Extract the relevant hypotheses from the framework.
A. SITUATION T [25 marks]
The probability of cancer victims successfully recovering under treatment was studied
by a rnedical researcher in a hospital. She found three variables to be important for
recovery:





In a quiet atmosphere, the patient rested well and recovered sooner. Patients who
were admitted in advanced stages of cancer did not respond to treatment even though
the doctor's diagnosis was done immediately on arrival, the nurses did their best, and
there was plenty of peace and quiet in the area.
B. SITUATION 2
A production manager is concerned about the low output levels of his employees. The
articles that he read on job performance frequently mentioned four variables as
important to job performance ile skill required by the job, rewards, motivation, and
satisfaction. In several of the articles, it was also indicated that only if the rewards
were attractive to the recipients, did motivation, satisfaction and job performance
increase, and not otherwise.
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